ABOUT RESIDENT STUDENT MEMBERSHIPS
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Resident student memberships are available to existing students of The Makery who have
demonstrated they have the skills to work safely and independently in the studio.
The monthly fee for resident student memberships is $190. Invoices are sent out on the first
of every month and are due no later than the 7th.
The studio is available for student member use during regular studio hours when other studio
events and guest instructor classes are not in session. Student members may work during
Francesca’s classes, with prior permission and space permitting. From time to time, available
studio hours may be adjusted due to travel, holidays, or other considerations. Please check
the studio calendar on The Makery website or call the studio at 830.980.9089 to confirm
availability.
Student members are free to use the studio for personal projects and are responsible for
proper tool use, care and clean up. Instructor or individual consultation is not provided as
part of a student membership; personal time with Francesca can be scheduled for an
additional charge based on her availability. Student members may not use the studio to
teach, either in groups or one-on-one.
Most equipment in the studio is available for student member use, with the exception of the
lapidary equipment (including the trim and ring saws) and Francesca’s personal tools and
equipment. Student members who want to use equipment with which they are not familiar
first need to schedule time with Francesca to be checked out on it.
Student members are responsible for their own materials (metals, stones, solder, and wire,
etc.) and non-regular studio consumables (etching supplies and special solvents, pickles and
fluxes not normally used in class, etc.). In the event a student member is producing a large
volume of work in the studio, an additional fee may be assessed to cover extra studio
consumables used.
The Makery supplies each student member with a secure locking cabinet to store personal
tools and consumables. A key deposit of $25 will be collected at the time the key is issued.
Student members may use The Makery’s physical address for delivery of packages and
materials. Student members should not use the studio telephone number to make or receive
phone calls.
Student members receive priority early access to registration for guest instructor workshops,
as well as a 10% discount on all classes and workshops, including guest instructors.
(Materials fees are not discounted.)
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Student members receive discounts on tool and equipment purchases placed through The
Makery. The amount of the discount will vary depending on the supplier.
The Makery provides a monthly Lunch & Learn program with Francesca. Dates and times
vary based on her availability and travel schedule, but are announced ahead of time to allow
for prior planning. Topics include introduction of new tools and equipment, techniques and
skill building, critiques of student work, troubleshooting and design, and more. Student
members are encouraged to request specific topics or techniques of interest to them.
Student members may use the studio refrigerator and microwave, with the expectation they
will assist in keeping them both clean.
Student members are welcome to make use of the studio’s growing library of reference
materials, and encouraged to recommend additional resources of interest to them.
Because this is a new program, it is expected that these guidelines will change from time to
time. Student members are encouraged to provide regular feedback about features and
benefits of interest to them.
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